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Safar Year 4 Islamic Studies 
 
 

Essential Revision 
 

 

Question 
Number Question 

Answer 
Page 

1 How many pillars of Islam are there? 16 

2 List the pillars of Islam in order 16 
3 Explain the pillar of Islam: Shahadah 16 

4 Explain the pillar of Islam: Salaah 16 
5 Explain the pillar of Islam: Sawm 16 

6 Explain the pillar of Islam: Zakaah 16 

7 Explain the pillar of Islam: Hajj 16 
8 How many articles of faith are there? 16 

9 List all the articles of faith in order 16 
10 What is the ‘Last Day?’ 16 

11 What is the Arabic word for destiny? 16 
12 What does destiny / Qadr mean?  16 

13 What is Wudhu? 16 

14 List two things you need Wudhu for 16 
15 List the eight actions of Wudhu in order 16 - 17 

16 List six actions that break Wudhu? 17 
17 What is Ghusl? 17 

18 When is it Sunnah to bathe? 17 

19 List the five actions of Ghusl in order 17 
20 What is Tayammum? 18 

21 What is Tayammum also known as? 18 
22 When can Tayammum be performed? 18 

23 Explain how Tayammum is made (Mention the three points) 18 
24 List any four items Tayyammum can be done with 18 

25 What is the time of Fajr? 18 

26 What is the time of Zuhr? 18 
27 What is the time of ‘Asr? 18 

28 What is the time of Maghrib? 18 
29 What is the time of ‘Isha’? 18 

30 List the Rak’aat of Fajr 18 
31 List the Rak’aat of Zuhr 18 

32 List the Rak’aat of ‘Asr 18 

33 List the Rak’aat of Maghrib 18 
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34 List the Rak’aat of ‘Isha’  18 
35 Explain the action of Salaah, Takbir 19 

36 Explain the action of Salaah, Qiyam 19 
37 Explain the action of Salaah, Ruku’ 19 

38 Explain the action of Salaah, Sajdah 19 

39 Explain the action of Salaah, Salaam 19 
40 List seven actions that break Salaah? 19 

41 What does ‘Amal Kathir mean? Also explain  19 
42 What does the name of Allah, al-Qadir mean? 19 

43 What does the name of Allah, as-Samad mean? 19 

44 What does the name of Allah, al-Khaliq mean? 19 
45 What does the name of Allah, ar-Razzaq mean? 20 

46 What does the name of Allah, al-Mujib mean? 20 
47 Name the four main angels 20 

48 Explain the jobs of the four main angels 20 
49 What is the job of Jibril (as)? 20 

50 What is the job of Mika’il (as)? 20 

51 What is the job of Malakul Mawt (as)? 20 
52 What is the job of Israfil (as)? 20 

53 Why did Allah send prophets and messengers? 20 
54 Do Muslims believe in all the prophets and messengers sent by Allah? 20 

55 Who are the best of people? 20 

56 List five qualities of a Prophet 20 
57 Who is the last prophet of Allah? 20 

58 Will there be any prophet after Muhammad (saw)? 20 

59 
List the four main books of Allah. Also mention which prophet it was 
given to (You must know the Arabic and English term) 

20 - 21 

60 Which book was given to Musa (as)? 20 

61 Which book was given to Dawud (as)? 20 
62 Which book was given to ‘Isa (as)? 21 

63 Which book was given to Muhammad (saw)? 21 

64 Name the angels that will question us in the grave? 21 
65 What questions will we be asked in the grave? (List them in order) 21 

66 
Explain clearly what will happen to those who answer the questions 
correctly 

21 

67 
Explain clearly what will happen to those who answer the questions 
incorrectly 

21 

68 For how long will people remain in their graves? 21 
69 What will happen on the Day of Judgement? 21 

70 Who will be judged on the Day of Judgement? 21 

71 What is the Arabic word for cleanliness? 21 
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72 What does Taharah mean? 21 
73 What did the Prophet (saw) say about keeping clean? 21 

74 
Explain the Hadith where the Prophet (saw) has warned us about not 
keeping clean. Also mention what this Hadith teaches us 

21 - 22 

75 
In the Hadith what did the Prophet (saw) say was one of the main 
reasons for being punished in the grave? 

22 

76 List any five manners of eating & drinking 22 
77 What should we say before eating or drinking? 22 

78 What should we do to our hands before eating? 22 

79 What should we never say about the food or drink? 22 
80 Which hand should we eat and drink with? 22 

81 Should we stand when eating and drinking? 22 
82 How should we drink? 22 

83 What should we do with the food we have? (Begins with an S) 22 

84 Should we only finish what is on the plate? 22 
85 What should we say after we have finished eating or drinking? 22 

86 List any five manners of the Masjid 22 - 23 

87 What is the Masjid? 22 

88 How must we treat the Masjid and why? 22 
89 What is one of the rights of the Masjid? 22 

90 How must our clothes be when we go to the Masjid? Why? 22 

91 Which foot should we enter the Masjid with? 22 
92 Which foot should we exit the Masjid with? 22 

93 What should we say when entering and exiting the Masjid? 23 
94 List two things we can do to busy ourselves in the Masjid 23 

95 What should we try our best to not talk about in the Masjid? 23 

96 What should we do if we find something unclean or messy in the Masjid?  23 

97 
We should respect everyone that comes to the Masjid. List three types of 
people we should respect 

23 

98 Who is an Imaam? 23 

99 Who is a Mu’adhdhin? 23 
100 What does Halaal mean? 23 

101 What does Haraam mean? 23 

102 List all seven types of things that are Haraam to eat 23 

103 What type of animal is Halaal for us to eat? 23 

104 Which type of fish are Halaal to eat? 23 
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Names of Allah 
 

105 What does the name of Allah, al-Ghaffar mean? Also explain  24 

106 What is the Arabic word for All forgiving? 24 
107 When will Allah forgive all the bad things we do? 24 

108 We must turn to Allah sincerely in repentance. What does this mean? 24 

109 
Will Allah forgive us even if we do so many bad deeds that they fill the 
whole world? Explain 

24 

110 What must all Muslims try their best to avoid? 24 

111 If a Muslim sins, what must he do immediately? 24 

112 While seeking forgiveness, what intention should be made? 24 

113 
How often did the Prophet (saw) seek forgiveness from Allah in a day? 
What was he trying to show? 

24 

114 In your own words, explain the story of the man who killed 99 people 25 - 26 

115 What did the man who killed 99 people want to do? 25 
116 He went to look for the wisest person on earth. Who did he go to first? 25 

117 What did the monk tell the man? 25 

118 After going to the monk, what did the man do? 25 

119 
After killing 100 people, the man looked again for the wisest person. Who 
did he go to this time? 

25 

120 What did the learned man tell the man? 25 

121 What happened to the man? 25 
122 Which two Angels came to take the man’s soul? 25 

123 What were the Angels arguing about? Explain 25 
124 What did Allah tell the Angels to do? 26 

125 Allah is very merciful. What did He do? 26 

126 Which Angel took the man’s soul? 26 
127 What do we learn from this story? 26 

128 What does the name of Allah, al-Muntaqim mean? Also explain 26 
129 What is the Arabic word for The Avenger? 26 

130 Allah is the Avenger. What does this mean? 26 

131 Who can stop Allah from taking revenge? 26 
132 Who was Salih (as)? 26 

133 Who was Salih (as) sent to? 26 
134 Did the people of Thamud accept Salih (as) as a prophet? 26 

135 What did the people of Thamud demand from Salih (as)? 26 
136 Did Allah allow this miracle to happen? 26 

137 After seeing this miracle, did the people of Thamud accept Islam? 26 

138 What did the people of Thamud do to the she camel? 27 
139 Who became very angry with the people of Thamud? 27 

140 What did Allah do to the people of Thamud? 27 
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141 
Finish off the sentence: A strong person is the one who controls himself 
when… 

27 

142 When does Allah punish people? 27 
143 Can we compare ourselves to Allah? Explain 27 

144 What do we tend to do when we become angry? 27 
145 Who did the Prophet (saw) say is not the strong person? 27 

146 Who did the Prophet (saw) say is the strong person? 27 

147 What does the name of Allah, al-‘Adl mean? Also explain 28 
148 What is the Arabic word for The Most Just? 28 

149 Allah is the Most Just. What does this mean? 28 

150 
A person owed someone money, but did not pay them back during their 
lifetime. What will this person have to do on the Day of Judgement? 

28 

151 
If we hurt someone, and they do not forgive us. How will we pay them 
back on the Day of Judgement? 

28 

152 What does the name of Allah, ash-Shakur mean? Also explain 29 

153 What happens to all our good and bad deeds? 29 

154 
Is someone intends to do a good deed, but he does not do it, what will 
Allah record it as? 

29 

155 
If someone intends to do a good deed, and then actually does it, what 
will Allah record it as? 

29 

156 
If someone intends to do a bad deed, but he does not do it, what will 
Allah record it as? 

29 

157 
If somone intends to do a bad deed, and then actually does it, what will 
Allah record it as? 

29 

158 Explain one lesson that we can take from His name ash-Shakur 29 
159 Finish off the sentence: Allah says: If you are grateful, I will certainly… 30 

160 What did Ai’shah (ra) mention the Prophet (saw) did at night? 30 

161 
What would happen to the Prophet (saw) because of standing in prayer 
for so long? 

30 

162 
What was the prophet’s (saw) reply when Ai’shah asked why he did this 
even though all his sins are forgiven? 

30 

163 What does the name of Allah, al-Wadud mean? Also explain 30 

164 What is the Arabic word for The Most Loving? 30 

165 The love of the one who is Wadud is very special. Explain why? 30 

166 Explain the love of a mother towards her child 30 

167 Who loves us more than our mothers? 31 

168 
What has the Prophet (saw) said about the love of Allah compared to 
that of a mother 

31 

169 Explain Allah’s love towards His disbelieving creation 31 
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Angels and their Duties 
 

170 Do Muslims believe in Angels? 32 

171 Can you be a Muslim if you don’t believe in the Angels? 32 
172 Who are Angels? 32 

173 What are Angels created from? 32 
174 What do Angels do? 32 

175 What does Allah say about the Angels? 32 

176 Do Angels commit sins or disobey Allah?  32 
177 Other than worshiping Allah, what else do the Angels do? 32 

178 How did the Prophet (saw) once describe Jibril (as)? 32 
179 What is the exact number of Angels? 32 

180 How many main Angels are there? 32 

181 Who is the greatest Angel? 33 
182 What is the main responsibility of Jibril (as)? 33 

183 How has the Qur’an mentioned Jibril (as)? 33 
184 Which Angel regularly visited the Prophet (saw)? 33 

185 List two reasons why Angel Jibril would visit the Prophet (saw) 33 
186 How many wings does Angel Jibril (as) have? Also describe them 33 

187 What is Jibril (as) known as in the Bible? 33 

188 Who is the second greatest Angel? 33 
189 What is the main responsibilty of Mika’il (as)? 33 

190 What does the word ‘Rizq’ mean? 33 
191 Give two examples of Angel Mika’il’s job 33 

192 Does Angel Mika’il fulfil his duties alone? Explain 33 

193 
Which two Angels have visited the Prophet (saw) together on some 
occasions? 

33 

194 What is Mika’il (as) known as in the Bible? 33 
195 Who is the third greatest Angel? 34 

196 What is the main responsibility of Israfil (as)? 34 
197 What is Angel Israfil doing with the horn? 34 

198 What is Angel Israfil waiting for to blow the horn? 34 
199 How many times will Angel Israfil blow the trumpet? 34 

200 Why will it be blown the first time? 34 

201 Why will it be blown the second time? 34 
202 What is the Day of Judgement? 34 

203 What is Israfil (as) known as in the Bible? 34 
204 Who is the last of the four main Angels? 34 

205 What does Malakul Mawt mean? 34 

206 What is the responsibility of Malakul Mawt (as)? 34 
207 Who is the leader of all the Angels of death? 34 
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208 How will the Angel take out a person’s soul? Explain 34 
209 Who did Malakul Mawt (as) come to in a physical form?  34 

210 What is Malakul Mawt (as) known as in the Bible? 34 
211 List three duties of the Angels of Paradise 35 

212 What is the name of the gate keeper of Paradise? 35 

213 Who is the leader of Paradise? 35 
214 List two duties of the Angels of Hell 35 

215 What is the name of the gate keeper of Hell? 35 
216 Who is the leader of Hell? 35 

217 How will the leader of Hell treat the people? 35 

218 Who are Munkar and Nakir? 35 
219 What is the duty of Munkar and Nakir? 35 

220 Describe Munkar and Nakir. Mention four things 35 
221 How many questions will everyone be asked? 35 

222 What three questions will everyone be asked? 35 
223 Depending on what, how will the questions be answered? 35 

224 What is the duty of Kiraman Katibin 36 

225 What is written down in our book of deeds? 36 
226 What does the name ‘Kiraman Katibin’ mean? 36 

227 Who are the Sayyahun? 36 
228 What is the duty of the Sayyahun? 36 

229 How do the angels see the places in which Allah is remembered? 36 

230 What is the belief of other religions about Angels? Mention 4 points 37 

231 
How is the Muslim belief regarding Angels different to the belief of other 
religions? 

37 

232 What do some religions believe Satan was? 37 

233 What do Muslims believe Satan was? 37 

234 
Explain the difference bwtween the Muslims and other religion’s belief 
on Iblis 

37 
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Characteristics and Duties of the Prophets 
 

235 Why did Allah send prophets & messengers? 38 

236 Do we believe in all the prophets of Allah? 38 
237 List five characteristics of the prophets with a small explanation of each 38 - 40 

238 Why was it necessary for the prophets to be intelligent? 38 
239 Even though the prophets were intelligent, what did this not make them? 38 

240 Did the prophets never commit sins after prophethood only? Explain 39 

241 Why did the prophets never commit sins? 39 
242 Did Adam (as) commit a sin by eating from the forbidden tree? Explain 39 

243 
In the Hadith, what does it say would happen to the face of the Prophet 
(saw) when he was happy? 

39 

244 All prophets were honest. What does this mean? 39 

245 
What would happen if the prophets lied even once? (What effect would 
it have on their Prophethood?) 

39 

246 
What was the Prophet (saw) known as even before his prophethood? 
Mention both the Arabic & English terms 

39 

247 
All prophets weregood looking and free from weakness. What does this 
mean? 

40 

248 Why was it important for the prophets to be free from weakness? 40 

249 Who was the most good looking of all prophets? 40 

250 What gender were all the prophets? 40 
251 Give an example of a great Muslim woman role model 40 

252 Who is Maryam (as)? 40 
253 List five duties of the prophets with a small explanation of each 40 - 42 

254 From all the duties of the prophets, which was the most important? 40 
255 How did the prophets spread the message of Allah?  40 

256 Why was is necessary for the prophets to explain the message of Allah? 41 

257 How did the prophets guide the people? 41 
258 Who are ‘role models?’ 41 

259 Who has Allah promised paradise? 41 
260 Who are the Muhajirun? 42 

261 Who are the Ansaar? 42 

262 What has Allah prepared for those who follow the Muhajirun & Ansaar? 42 
263 How did the prophets judge between people? 42 

264 
Explain the incident when two woman came to Sulaymaan (as), both 
claiming to be the mother of the baby 

42 - 43 

265 
One day two woman came to Sulaymaan (as) with a baby. What were 
they both claiming? 

42 

266 What did the two woman want Sulaymaan (as) to do? 42 
267 Why did Sulaymaan (as) ask for a sword? 43 
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268 What did one of the women say when Sulaymaan (as) decided this? 43 
269 Was Sulaymaan (as) really going to cut the baby? Explain 43 

270 What did Sulaymaan (as) decide? 43 
271 What does this story show us about prophets 43 

 

 

Miracles 
 

272 What is a miracle?  
273 Who is given miracles and why? 44 

274 What is the Arabic word for miracle? 44 
275 What is a Mu’jizah? 44 

276 Why did some people ask the prophets for miracles? 44 

277 With whose permission, did the prophets perform miracles? 44 
278 Did all the people believe in the prophets after seeing the miracles? 44 

279 Who are considered the worst of people and why? 44 
280 List three Mu’jizah of the Prophet (saw), with a small explanation of each 45 - 46 

281 What is ‘Al-Isra’?’ 45 
282 What is the name of the famous Masjid in Jerusalem? 45 

283 What is ‘Al-Mi’raj?’ 45 

284 Why is Al-Isra’ and Al-Mi’raj a great miracle? 45 

285 
What did the non believers challenge the prophet (saw) to do to the 
moon? 

45 

286 By doing this, what did they want him to prove? 45 

287 Was the Prophet (saw) able to perform this miracle? 45 
288 How did the Prophet (saw) split the moon? 45 

289 Explain the Mu’jizah of the Prophet (saw): The appearance of milk. 45 - 46 

290 Abdullah ibn Masud (ra) looked after a herd that belong to whom? 46 

291 
Whilst looking after the herd, the Prophet (saw) approached Abdullah 
(ra). What did he ask for? 

46 

292 What did the Prophet (saw) do to the she-goat? 46 

293 After seeing this miracle, what did Abdullah ibn Masud (ra) do? 46 
294 Explain the Mu’jizah of Musa (as): The Stick 46 - 47 

295 When Musa (as) preached, who became very furious? 46 
296 What did Fir’awn want to prove? 47 

297 What did Fir’awn arrange? 47 

298 What did the magicians throw on the ground? 47 

299 
What were the magicians trying to do by throwing these sticks & ropes 
on the ground? 

47 

300 What did Allah tell Musa (as) to do with his stick? 47 

301 What happened to Musa’s (as) stick? 47 
302 What did the large snake do? 47 
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303 On seeing this, what did the Magicians think? And what did they say? 47 
304 Explain the Mu’jizah of Musa (as): Splitting the sea 47 - 48 

305 When did the miracle of splitting the sea occur? 47 
306 What did Allah tell Musa (as) to do? 48 

307 What happened when Musa (as) struck the ground with his stick? 48 

308 How many paths did the sea split into? 48 
309 Why did the sea split into 12 paths? 48 

310 
What happened when Fir’awn and his people started running across the 
seabed? 

48 

311 What happened to Fir’awn and his people? 48 
312 What happened to Musa (as) and his people? 48 

313 Did Fir’awn believe in Allah? 48 

314 Explain the Mu’jizah of ‘Isa (as): Speaking in the cradle 48 
315 Which prophet spoke in the cradle as a baby? 48 

316 What did ‘Isa (as) say in the cradle? Mention all eight points. 48 
317 Explain the Mu’jizah of ‘Isa (as): Curing leprosy & the blind 48 - 49 

318 Could ‘Isa (as) cure those that were born blind? 48 
319 What is leprosy? 49 

320 How did ‘Isa (as) cure the man who was born blind? 49 

321 What did those who witness ‘Isa’s (as) miracle do? 49 
322 Explain the Mu’jizah of ‘Isa (as): Bringing the dead to life 49 

323 Explain how ‘Isa (as) would bring a clay bird alive 49 
324 Could ‘Isa (as) bring dead people alive? Explain 49 
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Signs of the Last Day 1 
 

325 Do Muslims believe in the hereafter? 50 

326 What will happen to this life and world one day? 50 
327 What will appear more closer to the Last Day? 50 

328 What are these signs there to show? 50 
329 How many types of signs are there? And what are they? 51 

330 Which signs will appear first? 51 

331 What do minor signs show? 51 
332 What do major signs show? 51 

333 Are any signs appearing now? 51 
334 List five minor signs of the Last Day 51 - 54 

335 Explain the minor sign: Tall buildings 51 

336 What type of buildings were built at the time of the Prophet (saw)? 51 

337 
How did the Prophet (saw) feel when people built something bigger than 
what they needed? What was the Prophet (saw) showing? 

51 

338 Why did the Prophet (saw) dislike building tall buildings? 51 

339 
What did the Prophet (saw) say people will compete in closer to the end 
of time? 

51 

340 Explain the minor sign: Music 52 
341 Explain the minor sign: Widespread drinking of alcohol 52 - 53 

342 What are the effects of drinking alcohol? 52 - 53 

343 Is alcohol just a problem within adults? Explain 53 

344 
Around how many deaths around the world are caused in a year because 
of alcohol? 

52 

345 In Islam, other than staying away from alcohol what else must we do? 53 

346 Explain the minor sign: Killings will increase 53 
347 What three things does Islam say we must avoid causing harm to? 53 

348 Explain the minor sign: Children disobeying their parents 54 

349 
Should we respect our parents even if they say or tell us to do something 
we do not like? 

54 

350 List three major signs of the Last Day 55 - 57 

351 Explain the major sign: Dajjaal 55 

352 What did the Prophet (saw) say about the test of Dajjaal? 55 
353 Give two qualities of Dajjaal 55 

354 What will Dajjaal claim to be? 55 
355 Who will Dajjal punish?  

356 Explain how Dajjaal will be blind 55 
357 Who will Allah save from Dajjal’s evil?  

358 Where will Dajjaal not be able to enter? 55 

359 Why will Dajjaal not be able to enter those two cities? 55 
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360 Who will challenge Dajjaal? 55 
361 What will Dajjaal be given with which he will test the Muslims? 55 

362 Explain the major sign: The coming of ‘Isa (as) 56 
363 Where will ‘Isa (as) appear? 56 

364 From where and how will he come down? 56 

365 When ‘Isa (as) comes down, will he be a prophet? Explain 56 
366 What will Dajjaal do when he hears about ‘Isa (as)? 56 

367 Who will ‘Isa (as) and his army have war with? 56 
368 Who will win, and who will be defeated? 56 

369 What will happen to Dajjaal just by ‘Isa (as) looking at him? 56 

370 Who will kill Dajjaal? 56 
371 Will ‘Isa (as) get married? 56 

372 How long will ‘Isa (as) rule the Muslims for? 56 
373 How will ‘Isa (as) rule the world? 56 

374 Explain the major sign: Ya’juj and Ma’juj 57 
375 Who are Ya’juj & Ma’juj? 57 

376 Where have they been trapped? 57 

377 When will Ya’juj & Ma’juj be set free? 57 
378 How many of them will there be? Explain with an example 57 

379 What will they cause? 57 
380 Where will ‘Isa (as) take the Muslims? 57 

381 What will Ya’juj & Ma’juj say? 57 

382 Who will make Du’a to Allah to destroy Ya’juj & Ma’juj? 57 
383 How will Allah destroy Ya’juj & Ma’juj? 57 

384 What will Allah do when ‘Isa (as) makes Du’a for a second time? 57 
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Day of Judgement 
 

385 What will people be shown on the Day of Judgement? 58 

386 In the grave, what is returned to the body? 58 
387 Why is the soul returned to the body? 58 

388 
In your own words explain the Hadith of the Prophet (saw) about what 
goes with a person in the grave 

58 

389 
In the Hadith how many things did the Prophet (saw) say goes with a 
person to the grave? 

58 

390 How many things come back and how many stay? 58 
391 What are the three things that go with a person to the grave? 58 

392 What two things come back? 58 

393 What will stay with the person in the grave? 58 
394 What will become a good friend for us in the grave? 58 

395 Which action of a person will protect him in the grave? 59 
396 What will bad deeds take the form of in the grave? 59 

397 What will happen to the grave of those who did good? 59 

398 What will happen to the grave of those who did bad? 59 
399 Who will blow a horn? 59 

400 What will the blowing of the horn for the first time do? 59 
401 What will the blowing of the horn for the second time do? 59 

402 
What five questions will everyone have to answer on the Day of 
Judgement? 

59 

403 What will happen to everyone’s actions? 60 
404 How will our actions be weighed? 60 

405 What will happen if our good deeds are heavier? 60 

406 What will happen if our bad deed are heavier? 60 

407 
Explain what one will do if his bad deeds are heavier than his good 
deeds? 

60 

408 Why will nobody give their good deeds away? 60 

409 How will one be feeling if his good deeds are heavier than his bad deeds? 60 
410 What does one have to cross to enter into paradise? 61 

411 Describe the bridge 61 

412 What will be underneath the bridge? 61 
413 Explain how people will cross the bridge 61 

414 What will crossing the bridge not depend on? 61 
415 What will crossing the bridge depend on? 61 

416 What do we need to do in this world? 61 
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Gardens of Paradise 
 

417 How will people head towards Jannah? 62 

418 Who will welcome people into Jannah? 62 
419 How will the Angels welcome the people into Jannah? 62 

420 How will the believers feel when they see Jannah? 62 
421 Describe the soil of Jannah 63 

422 Describe the pebbles of Jannah 63 

423 What rivers will there be in Jannah. (Mention all four) 63 
424 How will fruits hang off trees? 63 

425 Will there be animals and birds in Jannah? 63 
426 Descibe the homes in Jannah (Mention five points) 63 

427 What will the bricks of Jannah be made from? 63 

428 What will the cement in Jannah be made from? 63 
 

 

Fire of Hell 
 

429 Who will the sinners try to follow? 64 
430 Who will the sinners include? 64 

431 
What will happen to the sinners who try to cross the bridge? (Mention all 
three things) 

64 

432 Will the disbelievers be allowed to cross the bridge? Explain 64 
433 Who will the people face, when they enter hell? 64 

434 How will the Angels of hell treat it’s people? 64 

435 What will the Angels of hell ask the people? And what will they reply? 64 
436 What will the gates of hell be locked with? 64 

437 What will a sinner feel when he enters inside hell? 64 
438 What will the fire do to their skins? 64 

439 What will blow against their faces? 65 

440 What will they be breathing? 65 
441 What will they find for shade? 65 

442 What will they find for water? 65 
443 Will the Angels in charge of Hell ever smile? 65 

444 How is fire rekindled in this world? 65 
445 How will fire be rekindled in Hell? 65 

446 Is the punishment of hell only for the non believers? Explain 65 
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Najasah 
 

447 What does Najasah mean? 66 

448 What does Islam place great emphasis on? 66 
449 What four things is a Muslim required to keep clean? 66 

450 What does Allah say in the Qur’an about those who keep clean? 66 

451 
Narrate the Hadith of Ibn Abbas relating to when the Prophet (saw) 
passed by two graves 

66 

452 What do you learn from the Hadith of Ibn Abbas? 66 

453 Give seven common examples of Najasah 66 

454 What should one do when impurity is found on one’s clothes or body? 66 

455 
If the impurity cannot be cleaned, what amount is allowed for one to 
read Salaah? Explain the full rule 

66 - 67 

456 If a dog licks someone or something, will it be classed as impure? 67 

457 If a dog brushes past someone, will they be classed as impure? 67 
458 What is the Islamic ruling on pigs? 67 

459 Are Muslims just not allowed to eat pigs? Explain 67 

460 How do we clean clothes from impurity? 67 
461 How do we clean our bodies from impurity? 67 

462 How do we clean floors from impurity? 67 
463 How do we clean carpets from impurity? 67 
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Prophet Ibrahim 1 
 

464 Where was Ibrahim (as) born?  68 

465 What is the name of Ibrahim’s (as) father? 68 
466 What was Azar well known for? 68 

467 As a young child, what did Ibrahim (as) watch his father doing? 68 
468 What would Ibrahim see the people doing to the idols? 68 

469 
What did Ibrahim (as) ask his father about the idols? And what was his 
father’s reply? 

68 

470 Did young Ibrahim worship these idols? Why? 68 

471 When Ibrahim (as) grew into a young man, what could he not believe? 68 
472 What did Ibrahim (as) try to make his people understand? 68 

473 Did the people listen to him? 69 

474 One night, when Ibrahim (as) saw a shining star, what did he say? Explain 69 

475 When Ibrahim (as) saw the moon, what did he say? Explain  69 

476 When Ibrahim (as) saw the sun, what did he say? Explain 69 - 70 

477 Who did Ibrahim (as) believe in? 70 

478 What was the mission of Ibrahim (as)? 70 
479 Who did Ibrahim (as) call to Islam first? 70 

480 What did he say to his father regarding the idols he worshipped? 70 

481 
Mention any three things Ibrahim (as) said to his father when calling him 
to worship one Allah 

70 - 71 

482 
What was the reply of his father after Ibrahim (as) called him to worship 
one Allah? 

71 

483 What was the reaction of Ibrahim (as) towards his father’s words? 71 

484 
After losing hope in his father accepting the truth, who did Ibrahim (as) 
now turn his efforts to? 

72 

485 Did the people accept his message? 72 

486 Relate the incident when Ibrahim (as) broke the idols 72 - 73 

487 Where would the people go for their celebration? 72 

488 Did Ibrahim (as) go to the feast? 72 
489 Where did Ibrahim (as) go instead? 72 

490 What did Ibrahim (as) take with himself to the temple? 72 

491 What was in the temple? 72 
492 What did he ask one of the idols? And what was the idol’s reply? 72 

493 What did Ibrahim (as) do to the idols? 73 
494 Did he break all the idols? 73 

495 What did Ibrahim (as) do with the axe? 73 
496 How did the people react when they entered the temple? 73 

497 Who did they think had done this? 73 

498 When they questioned Ibrahim (as), what answer did he give? 73 
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499 Deep inside, what did the people know? 73 
500 What stopped the people from accepting Ibrahim’s (as) words? 73 

501 What did the people decide to do to Ibrahim (as)? 74 
502 Relate the incident when Ibrahim (as) was thrown into the fire 74 

503 Who came to watch Ibrahim (as) being thrown into the fire? 74 

504 How was the fire made? 74 
505 Describe the flames of this fire 74 

506 What did they do to Ibrahim (as) before throwing him into the fire? 74 
507 How did they throw Ibrahim (as) into the fire? 74 

508 What did Allah tell the fire? 74 

509 What did the fire burn? 74 
510 How did Ibrahim (as) walk out of the fire? 74 

511 What was the reaction of the people? 74 

512 
What four lessons do we learn from the story of Ibrahim (as). Make sure 
you link it to the story 

75 

513 
Explain how we should behave towards those who worship idols etc 
nowadays? 

75 

514 How should we speak to our parents even if they our wrong? 75 

515 Do we force anyone into Islam? 75 
516 What should we do when faced with any difficulty or hardship? 75 

 

 

Model Wudhu 
 

517 What is Wudhu? 76 
518 What does Wudhu mean? 76 

519 How does Allah command us to make Wudhu in the Qur’an? 76 
520 List the steps of Wudhu  77 - 79 

521 When washing the hands, arms, feet etc which do you start with? 77 

522 How is the nose cleaned? 77 
523 How is Masah of the head done? 77 

524 How is the inner part of the ears cleaned? 78 
525 How is the nape wiped? 78 

526 When rubbing in between the toes, where does one start and end?  78 
527 What Du’a is read after completing the Wudhu? 78 

528 
What did the Prophet (saw) say happens if one makes Wudhu and 
thereafter reads the Du’a? 

79 

529 List seven things we must remember whilst making Wudhu 79 
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Prophet Ibrahim 2 
 

530 Who was Namrud? 80 

531 What did Namrud claim? 80 

532 
Namrud asked Ibrahim (as): ‘What can your God do that I cannot do?’ 
What was Ibrahim’s (as) reply to this? And what did Namrud then do? 

80 

533 
What did Ibrahim (as) then say to Namrud? What was Namrud’s 
reaction? 

81 

534 
Who were the only two people who believed in Allah and followed 
Ibrahim (as)? 

81 

535 What did Ibrahim (as) decide to do and why? 81 

536 Did Ibrahim’s (as) father accept Islam? 81 
537 Who did Ibrahim (as) leave his homeland with? 81 

538 Which places did they travel through whilst calling people to Allah? 81 

539 Where did Lut (as) settle? 81 
540 Who did Ibrahim first marry? What were they hoping for? 81 

541 Did Saarah (ra) have any children? What did she decide to do? 82 
542 Where did Ibrahim (as) and Saarah (ra) move to? 82 

543 What did the king of Egypt gift Saarah (ra)? What was her name? 82 

544 
How did Saarah (ra) feel when she saw Ibrahim’s (as) hair getting white? 
Explain 

82 

545 
What did Saarah (ra) ask Ibrahim (as) to do? And what Du’a did she 
make? 

82 

546 Who did Allah bless Ibrahim (as) and Haajar (ra) with? 82 

547 
How many years later did Allah bless Saarah (ra) with a child? And what 
was his name? 

82 

548 
One day, what did Ibrahim (as) tell Haajar (ra) to prepare herself and 
Ismail (as) for? 

82 

549 What type of lands did they pass? And what land did they arrive at? 83 

550 Where did Ibrahim (as) leave Haajar (ra) and Ismail (as)? 83 
551 Why did Ibrahim (as) take them there? 83 

552 What Du’a did Ibrahim (as) make for them? 83 
553 What happened when the water finished? 83  

554 Explain where Haajar (ra) went to look for water 83 - 84 

555 Explain what happened when she returned back to Ismail (as)? 84 

556 
What did she say as the water gushed out from the ground? What does 
this mean? 

84 

557 What is the place today where the water sprung out from? 85 

558 
What do Muslims do during Hajj & ‘Umrah to remember this blessed 
event? 

85 

559 What two things does this event teach us? 85 
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560 
Explain what happened when some Arabs were travelling through 
Makkah 

85 

561 Expain what happened when Ibrahim (as) returned to Makkah 86 
562 Was Haajar (ra) alive when Ibrahim (as) returned to Makkah? 86 

563 Where did Ibrahim (as) meet his son Ismail (as)? 86 

564 
Explain five lessons we learn from the story of Ibrahim (as). Make sure 
you link it to the story 

87 

565 What does Allah do to those who make sacrifices? 87 

566 What does giving things up for Allah always lead to? 87 

567 
When we want or wish for something, what should we always be? And 
what should we always do? 

87 

568 Who should we trust in times of hardship and trouble? 87 
569 Can men only become close to Allah? Explain 87 

 
 
Model Ghusl 
 

570 What does Ghusl mean? 88 

571 Why is Ghusl important? 88 

572 
When should Muslims at least perform Ghusl? And how often is it better 
to perform Ghusl? 

88 

573 What has the Prophet (saw) said about keeping clean? 88 

574 List the steps of Ghusl 88 - 89 

575 
When pouring water over the head and body, what must one ensure he 
does? 

89 

576 Explain five important points of Ghusl 89 
577 What two things must we ensure we wash properly? 89 

578 What must be done in order for Ghusl to be complete? 89 
579 When will one’s Ghusl be incomplete? 89 

580 Where should we not face during Ghusl? 89 
581 Are we allowed to talk when performing Ghusl? 89 

582 What should one do if he is having a bath in a bathtub? 89 
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Model Tayammum 
 

583 What is Tayammum? 90 

584 What can Tayammum be performed instead of? 90 
585 List two reasons when Tayammum can be performed 90 

586 List the steps of Tayammum 90 
587 List four items we can use for doing Tayammum 91 

588 Are these the only items we can use for Tayammum? 91 

589 Are we allowed to do Tayammum because of laziness? 91 
 
 
Prophet Ibrahim 3 
 

590 How many sons did Ibrahim (as) have? What were there names? 92 
591 What was the name of Ishaq’s (as) son? 92 

592 How did Allah bless Ibrahim (as) and his children? 92 
593 What did Ibrahim (as) once see in a dream? 92 

594 How are dreams of the prophets different? 92 

595 Explain what Ibrahim (as) did after seeing this dream? 92 - 93 

596 
What was Ismail’s (as) reaction when his father told him about the 
dream? 

93 

597 
Explain what happened when Ibrahim (as) tried to sacrifice his son Ismail 
(as)? 

93 

598 What did Allah send down to be sacrificed? 93 

599 Through this, what was Allah doing do Ibrahim (as)? 93 
600 What does this story teach us? 94 

601 What do Muslims do each year in remembrance of this event? 94 
602 What did Ibrahim (as) and Ismail (as) build, and where? 94 

603 What Du’a did they make after building the Ka’bah? 94 - 95 

604 What did Allah do in response to their prayer? 95 
605 What is the significance of the Ka’bah? Mention two things 95 

606 
Explain three lessons we learn from the story of Ibrahim (as). Make sure 
you link it to the story 

95 

607 What happens when we make sacrifices for Allah? 95 

608 
Why does Allah test the believers? And what happens if we pass the 
test? 

95 
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Virtues of Actions 
 

609 Explain three virtues of doing Wudhu 96 

610 What does doing Wudhu do to one’s sins? 96 

611 
What will happen on the Day of Judgement to the faces, hands, and feet 
of those who did Wudhu? 

96 

612 How will the Prophet (saw) recognise his Ummah? 96 

613 What does the word Ummah mean? 96 
614 Explain two virtues of the Masjid 96 

615 Who will be blessed with Allah’s shade on the Day of Judgement? 96 

616 What will be the only shade on the Day of Judgement? 96 
617 Explain three virtues of Dhikr 97 

618 Finish off the sentence: Allah says: ‘Remember me, I will … 97 

619 The remembrance of whom is the greatest? 97 

620 According to what, does Allah treat His slave?  

621 How does Allah remember the servant who remembers Him in his mind? 97 

622 
How does Allah remember the servant who remembers Him in a 
gathering? 

97 

623 
How does Allah come to the servant who comes close to Him by a hands 
span? 

97 

624 
How does Allah come to the servant who comes close to Him by a 
forearms length? 

97 

625 How does Allah come to the servant who comes to Him walking? 97 

626 Explain four virtues of the Qur’an 98 
627 Who is the best of Muslims? 98 

628 
What is the reward of the one who reads the Qur’an fluently and the one 
who reads it with difficulty? 

98 

629 What will happen to the one who takes the Qur’an as his leader? 98 
630 What will happen to the one who leaves the Qur’an behind him? 98 

631 What is the reward of reading one letter of the Qur’an? 98 

632 
Explain how many letters Alim-Laam-Mim would be? And how many 
rewards would one receive for reading this? 

98 

633 Explain three virtues of Sunnah & Nafl prayers 99 

634 What are Nawafil prayers? 99 

635 What is the reward for the one who reads 12 Rak’aat of Nawafil prayer? 99 

636 
Which two Rak’aat are more dearer to the Prophet (saw) than the entire 
world? 

99 

637 
What was the Prophet’s (saw) answer when asked what prayer is most 
rewarding after the obligatory prayers? 

99 
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Importance of Salaah 
 

638 How many times is Salaah read daily? 100 

639 What does Salaah remind a Muslim of? 100  
640 Which pillar of Islam is Salaah? 100 

641 What is Salaah the key to? 100 
642 What is special about the Du’a made after Salaah? 100 

643 List four virtues of Salaah 100 - 101 

644 Explain the virtue of Salaah: Salaah wipes away our sins 100 – 101 

645 Explain the virtue of Salaah: Salaah prevents evil deeds 101 

646 Explain the virtue of Salaah: Salaah guarantees Paradise 101 
647 Explain the virtue of Salaah: Salaah determines our outcome 101 

648 What is Salaah the difference between? Explain using the Hadith 102 

649 What type of sin is it to leave out Salaah deliberately? 102 
650 To believe one does not need to pray is classed as what? 102 

651 When do we perform Salaah? 102 
652 Other than loving our families, what else must we do for them? 102 

653 It is our duty to call our families to what? 102 
654 What should we do if our family members are not offering Salaah? 103 

655 
If our family members do not listen to us, what should we continue to 
do? 

103 

656 Should we only pray Salaah when others are praying? 103 

 
 
Model Salaah 
 

657 What three things need to be clean before you begin your Salaah? 104 

658 
Other than being clean, what two things must you make sure you have 
done before you begin your Salaah? 

104 

659 Explain how we stand in Salaah 104 
660 What is done and said to begin the Salaah? 104 

661 
Explain the difference between how boys and girls raise their hands in 
Salaah 

104 

662 Where do boys place their hands in Salaah? 104 
663 Where do girls place their hands in Salaah? 104 

664 While standing up, where should one look? 105 

665 What five things are read in the first Rak’ah of Salaah whilst standing? 105 
666 What is Ruku’? 105 

667 How do boys do Ruku’? 105 
668 How do girls do Ruku’? 105 

669 What is read in Ruku’? And how many times? 105 
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670 In Ruku’, where should one look? 105 
671 Where should the hands be whilst getting up from Ruku’? 106 

672 What is read whilst getting up from Ruku’? 106 
673 Upon standing after Ruku’, what is read? 106 

674 What is Sajdah? 106 

675 What limbs need to be touching the ground in Sajdah? 106 
676 Explain the Sajdah of boys 106 

677 Explain the Sajdah of girls 106 - 107 

678 What is read in Sajdah? And how many times? 107 

679 In Sajdah, where should one look? 107 

680 What is said whilst getting up from Sajdah? 107 
681 How do boys sit? 107 

682 How do girls sit? 107 
683 What do boys and girls do the same when sitting? 107 

684 How many Sajdahs are there in a Rak’ah? 107 
685 How do you rise from Sajdah? 108 

686 
What is different in the second Rak’ah of Salaah from the first Rak’ah? 
(Mention three things) 

108 

687 What is done after the two Sajdahs of the second Rak’ah? 108 

688 What is read whilst sitting after the two Sajdahs of the second Rak’ah? 108 

689 
Where should one look whilst sitting after the two Sajdahs of the second 
Rak’ah? 

108 

690 Explain when and how the index finger is raised during Tashahhud 109 

691 
If one is only reading two Rak’aat Salaah, what must be done now to 
complete the Salaah? 

109 

692 
Is one is reading either three or four Rak’aat Salaah, what must be done 
to complete the Salaah? 

109 

693 How do you finish your Salaah? 109 
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Sins and Shirk 
 

694 What is obedience? 110 

695 What is disobedience? 110 
696 What type of actions lead to reward? 110 

697 What type of actions lead to sin? 110 
698 Who created us and gave us everything? 110 

699 Can we count the blessings Allah has given us? 110 

700 Why is Allah the only one worthy of worship? 110 
701 What does disobeying Allah show? 110 

702 What happens to our sins? 110 
703 What does Shirk mean? 111 

704 What is the worst sin? And why? 111 

705 How many types of Shirk are there? 111 
706 Explain the first type of Shirk? 111 

707 What happens if one dies whilst believing in anything other than Alah? 111 
708 Will Allah forgive any sin without repentance? 111 

709 Will Shirk be forgiven? 111 
710 Explain the second type of Shirk? Also mention what it is known as. 111 

711 Why is showing off a type of Shirk? 111 

712 Who should we do everything for the sake of? 111 

713 
What will happen on the Day of Judgement to those who did lots of 
worship to show off? 

111 

714 List four sins 112 - 114 

715 Explain why we should listen to our parents 112 
716 Do we listen to our parents in everything they say? Explain 112 

717 What type of sin is it to steal? 112 

718 What is stealing? 112 

719 
What should we do and believe as Muslims that will prevent us from 
stealing? 

112 - 113 

720 Explain what happens when someone speaks one lie? 113 

721 Can a lie keep the truth hidden forever? 113 
722 What is backbiting? 114 

723 
Islam paints a horrible picture of backbiting. What does Allah say about it 
in the Qur’an? 

114 

724 What is slander? 115 
725 How should we respond to backbiting and slandering? 115 

726 
What does the Prophet (saw) say regarding the person who defends his 
brother who is slandered in his absence? 

115 

727 
What do the sins of the tongue seem? And what are they in the sight of 
Allah? 

115 
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728 
The Prophet (saw) says a man may be an arm’s length close to paradise, 
but because of one thing he becomes far from it. What is this thing? 

115 

729 What is repentance? 116 
730 How can we gain Allah’s mercy? 116 

731 What should we do when we commit a sin? 116 
 
 
Islamic Calendar 
 

732 What is the Islamic calendar based on? 118 
733 What does the Islamic calendar start with? 118 

734 What is the Islamic calendar called? 118 

735 How many months are there in the Islamic calendar? 118 
736 How many days are there in an Islamic month? 118 

737 When did the Islamic calendar first begin? 119 
738 What is Hijrah? 119 

739 
Before the invention of the Islamic calendar, how did Arabs used to 
remember dates? Explain with an example 

119 

740 What does the word Lunar refer to? 119 

741 Which companion complained to the Prophet (saw) about a calendar? 119 
742 Who decided to introduce a calendar for the Muslims? 119 

743 From when did he decide for the Islamic calendar to start? 119 
744 Which month does the Islamic calendar begin with? 119 

745 What happened in the month of Muharram? 119 
746 Name the 12 Islamic months in order 120 

747 Explain the importance of the 1st Muharram 120 

748 Explain the importance of Rabi’ul Awwal 120 
749 What date was the Prophet (saw) born? 120 

750 Which month did the Prophet (saw) pass away in? 120 
751 Explain the importance of the 27th Rajab 121 

752 Explain the importance of the 1st Ramadhaan 121 

753 Explain the importance of the last ten days of Ramadhaan 121 
754 What is the night of power? 121 

755 Explain the importance of the 1st Shawwal 121 
756 What are the days of Hajj? 121 

757 Explain the importance of the 8th – 12th of Dhul Hijjah 121 
758 What is the 9th of Dhul Hijjah known as? 121 

759 What is the reward of fasting on the 9th of Dhul Hijjah? 121 

760 Explain the importance of the 10th Dhul Hijah 121 
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The Story of Dhul Qarnayn 
 

761 Who is the King of all kings? 122 

762 What does Allah have the power to do? 122 
763 Who is Dhul Qarnayn? 122 

764 What did Allah make him? 122 

765 
What did Allah provide him with? Also mention what kind of kingdon he 
had 

122 

766 What kind of a person was he? 122 

767 Why did Dhul Qarnayn conquer many lands? 123 

768 
Explain briefly what happened when Dhul Qarnayn journeyed to the 
West 

123 - 124 

769 When he journeyed to the West, where did he find some people living? 123 
770 What were the people like in this place? 123 

771 On reaching this place what choice was he given by Allah?   123 
772 Explain what Dhul Qarnayn did with the people of the West 123 - 124 

773 Explain briefly what happened when Dhul Qarnayn journeyed to the East 124 

774 What were the people like in this place? 124 
775 Explain what Dhul Qarnayn did with the people of the East 124 

776 
What types of people did Dhul Qarnayn discover when he travelled 
beyond the mountains?  

125 

777 Explain the language of these people? 125 
778 What did these people tell Dhul Qarnayn? 125 

779 
Where did Ya’juj and Ma’juj live? How may of them were there? What 
would they do? 

125 

780 How did Dhul Qarnayn help these people? 125 - 126 

781 When Dhul Qarnayn was offered to be paid for his help, what did he say? 126 

782 How did Allah bless Dhul Qarnayn? 126 

783 Explain clearly how the barrier was built? 126 
784 What materials was used to make the barrier? 126 

785 What will Allah do to this barrier towards the end of time? 126 

786 
Explain five lessons we learn from the story of Dhul Qarnayn. Make sure 
you link it to the story 

127 - 129 

787 How should we use the power / authority Allah may give us? 127 

788 What can wealth and power cause? 127 

789 What can Allah do to the blessings He has given us? 127 

790 
List two ways on how we can be grateful to Allah. Explain with an 
example 

128 - 129 

791 What will Allah do if we help others? 129 

792 What is Da’wah? 129 
793 Explain the Hadith on the benefit of Da’wah 129 
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Good Character and Brotherhood 
 

794 What is brotherhood and sisterhood in Islam? 130 

795 Explain the importance of brotherhood in Islam 130 
796 What is brotherhood a result of? 131 

797 
What two things did the Prophet (saw) say are the greatest causes for 
leading people into Jannah? 

131 

798 What is Taqwa? 131 
799 What can we gain from loving each other? 131 

800 For what reason should we love one another? 131 

801 
At the time of the Prophet (saw), between whom could true brotherhood 
be seen? 

132 

802 
Who established the brotherhood between the Ansar and Muhajirun? 
And when was it established? 

132  

803 Who were the Muhajirun? 132 
804 What does the word Muhajirun mean? 132 

805 Who were the Ansar? 132 
806 What does the word Ansar mean? 132 

807 What is Mu’akhah? 132 

808 How was Mu’akhah done between the Ansar and the Muhajirun? 132 
809 Did the Ansar provide the Muhajirun with food only? 132 

810 List six things the Ansar provided the Muhajirun with? 132 
811 In Islam, what is Mu’akhah not based on? 132 

812 In Islam, what is Mu’akhah based on? 132 
813 Explain three benefits / rewards of loving someone for the sake of Allah 133 

814 What should we do if we see Muslims arguing or fighting? 133 

815 Are we allowed to swear at non-Muslims? 134 
816 What should we do if someone swears at us? 134 

817 If someone continues to swear at us, what should we do? 134 

818 
In the Hadith what four things does the Prophet (saw) say a Muslim does 
not do? 

134 

819 When we feel like swearing at someone, what should we do? 134 

820 What happens when we control ourselves from swearing? 134 

821 Are we sinning by swearing? 134 

822 
What may we have to give on the Day of Judgement to those who we 
hurt with our words? 

134 

823 Explain four lessons we learn from this chapter 135 

824 How must all Muslims be treated? 135 
825 What should a Muslim do if someone is being abusive to him? 135 

826 Our love for one another should be for the sake of who? 135 
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Companions of the Prophet (saw) 
 

827 What does the word Sahabah mean? 136 

828 Who were the Sahabah? (Mention three points) 136 
829 How did the Sahabah help the Prophet (saw)? 136 

830 How have the Sahabah helped us? 136 
831 Because of who, do we know so much about the Prophet (saw)? 136 

832 Who is the first best person of this Ummah? 136 

833 Who is the second best of this Ummah? 136 
834 What has the Prophet (saw) said about his Sahabah? 136 - 137 

835 What is a Mudd? 137 
836 Why are the Sahabah so great? 137 

837 What are the Sahabah for us? Explain 137 

838 Which Sahabi was very eager to learn from the Prophet (saw)? 138 
839 Who would Abu Hurayrah (ra) spend day and night in the company of? 138 

840 
Which Sahabi has narrated the most number of Ahadith from the 
Prophet (saw)? 

138 

841 
What was the state of Abu Hurayrah (ra)? Explain with what he said 
about himself 

138 

842 What did Allah bless Abu Hurayrah (ra) with? 138 
843 Why did Allah bless him with this? 138 

844 
Explain the incident when Abu Hurayrah (ra) complained to the Prophet 
(saw) about forgetting narrations 

139 

845 What did ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud (ra) do before he accepted Islam? 139 
846 At what age did ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud (ra) accept Islam? 139 

847 
After accepting Islam, What did ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud (ra) give up and 
what did he do instead? 

139 

848 
Explain how close ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud (ra) was to the Prophet (saw)? 
What did people think because of this? 

139 - 140 

849 
What three belongings of the Prophet (saw) would ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud 
(ra) often carry? 

140 

850 
What did ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud’s (ra) closeness to the Prophet (saw) 
result in? 

140 

851 What is the Sunnah? 140 

852 What did the Prophet (saw) say about ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ud (ra)? 140 
853 Which Sahabiyyah was a brave warrior? 140 

854 Who was Nusaybah (ra)? 140 
855 What did Nusaybah bint Ka’ab (ra) do during the Battle of Uhud? 141 

856 What was Nusaybah bint Ka’ab’s (ra) role at the beginning? 141 

857 Why did Nusaybah bint Ka’ab (ra) fight in the Battle of Uhud?  141 
858 Her fighting showed love and care for who? 141 
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859 
What Du’a did the Prophet (saw) make for Nusaybah bint Ka’ab (ra) and 
her family? 

141 

860 How did the Prophet (saw) behave towards children? 142 

861 
Explain any four incidents which show the love of the Prophet (saw) 
towards children 

142 - 143 

862 
Explain the love of the Prophet (saw) towards children when he was 
carrying Hasan on his shoulders 

142 

863 Who is Hasan?  142 

864 
Explain the love of the Prophet (saw) towards children when he was 
playing with Hasan and Husayn 

143 

865 
Explain the love of the Prophet (saw) towards children when he saw 
Husayn playing in the streets 

143 

866 What would the Prophet (saw) do to children out of affection and care? 143 

867 
What did Yusuf ibn ‘Abdullah (ra) say about how the Prophet (saw) 
treated him? 

143 
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Revision of Sirah 
 

868 What is the name of the Prophet’s (saw) grandfather? 144 

869 What did ‘Abdul Muttalib discover? 144 
870 What did ‘Abdul Muttalib ask Allah for? And what would he do in return? 144 

871 Did Allah grant him his wish?  144 
872 What did he do in order to fulfil his promise? Explain clearly 14 

873 Why did the people advise not to sacrifice ‘Abdullah? 144 

874 What did the wise woman suggest to do? 144 
875 How many camels did ‘Abdul Muttalib end up sacrificing? 144 

876 Who did ‘Abdullah marry? And what was their son called? 144 

877 
What did Abrahah want to stop the people doing? And because of this, 
what did he do? 

145 

878 
What did an Arab do one day that made Abrahah furious? And because 
of this what did he decide to do? 

145 

879 How did Abrahah march to Makkah? 145 

880 How did Allah destroy Abrahah and his army? 145 

881 
What was this year known as? What other important event took place in 
this year? 

145 

882 Allah put the love of who in Halimah (ra)? 145 
883 Why did Halimah (ra) come to Makkah? 145 

884 How did Halimah (ra) realise that Muhammad (saw) was a special child? 145 
885 When did Halimah (ra) return the Prophet (saw) home? (name the event) 146 

886 
Explain what happened when the Prophet (saw) was twelve years old. 
(Mention all five bullet points) 

146 

887 At the age of twelve, where did the Prophet (saw) go for trade? 146 
888 Who did the Prophet (saw) go to Syria with? 146 

889 Who was Bahira? 146 

890 What did Bahira notice about the Prophet (saw)? 146 
891 What did Bahira tell Abu Talib? 146 

892 When the Prophet (saw) was young, how was the Ka’bah damaged? 146 
893 Who worked together to rebuild the Ka’bah? 147 

894 What did the tribes argue about when rebuilding the Ka’bah? 147 

895 Who provided a solution for the argument? What was his solution? 147 

896 
What was the Prophet (saw) known as by the people? Mention both the 
Arabic and English terms 

147 

897 
Where did the Prophet (saw) go to think, and what did he think about 
here? 

147 

898 Throughout this period, what happened to his dreams? 147 

899 What happened when Angel Jibril (as) came to the Prophet (saw)? 147 
900 What was the first verse of the Qur’an to be revealed? 147 
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901 Who did the Prophet (saw) go to after Angel Jibril’s (as) visit? 148 
902 Where did Khadijah (ra) take him, and what happened there? 148 

903 Who was Waraqah? 148 
904 Through revelations, what did Allah tell the Prophet (saw) to do? 148 

905 Who did the prophet (saw) start teaching Islam to first? 148 

906 What was the name of the Prophet’s (saw) tribe? 148 
907 How did the Quraysh react to the Prophet (saw) teaching Islam? 148 

908 What is a boycott? 148 
909 How did the Quraysh try to stop Islam from spreading? 148 

910 How long did the boycott last? 148 

911 What happened during the boycott? 148 
912 Where was the boycott written? 149 

913 How did the boycott end? 149 

914 
When the persecution of the Muslims increased, where did the Muslims 
migrate to? And how many Muslims migrated? 

149 

915 The Makkans followed the Muslims? What did they try to do? 149 

916 Who did the king listen to? 149 
917 Who spoke to the king and what did he recite? 149 

918 What did the king decide to do? And why did he do this? 149 

919 What kind of place was the Prophet (saw) looking for, for the Muslims? 149 
920 A large number of people from which place embraced Islam? 149 

921 What did the people of Madinah want the Prophet (saw) to do? 150 
922 Where did the Prophet (saw) and the Muslims go? 150 

923 What was this move known as? 150 

924 Who were the Muhajirun? 150 
925 Who were the Ansar? 150 

926 Which month did the Battle of Badr take place in? 150 
927 How long after Hijrah, did the Battle of Badr take place? 150 

928 Why did the Battle of Badr take place? 150 
929 Explain the events that lead to the Battle of Badr 150 

930 How many Muslims soldiers were there? 150 

931 Who did Abu Sufyan inform about the Muslim soldiers? 150 
932 How many men did Abu Jahl prepare? 150 

933 Where did the Battle of Badr take place? 150 
934 Who won the Battle of Badr? 151 

935 How did the Muslims win the Battle of Badr? 151 

936 How long after the Battle of Badr, did the Battle of Uhud take place? 151 
937 Who turned their backs on the Muslims in the Battle of Uhud? 151 

938 Who are hypocrites? 151 
939 What did the Prophet (S) do in the Batle of Uhud as a battle tactic? 151 

940 What did the archers do? And was did this result in? 151 
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941 What happened to many Muslims in the Battle of Uhud? And why? 151 
942 What happened to the Prophet (saw) in the Battle of Uhud? 151 

 
Battle of the Trench 
 

943 How many years after Hijrah did the Battle of the trench take place? 152 

944 
How did those who hated Islam feel seeing the Muslims getting 
stronger? 

152 

945 Which tribes lived in Madinah? 152 

946 Who did some men from the Jewish tribes want to meet, and why? 152 

947 Which three groups of people joined forces to fight the Muslims? 152 
948 How many enemies were there in total? 152 

949 Who was the leader of the enemies? 152 

950 
What agreement did the Muslims living in Madinah make with the 
neighbouring non-Muslims? 

153 

951 
Which three groups of non-Muslims neighboured the Muslims of 
Madinah? 

153 

952 Name the Jewish tribe the Muslims made the agreement with? 153 

953 What was agreed and promised with this Jewish tribe? 153 

954 How did the Muslims feel when they heard about the great army? 153 
955 Why were the Muslims worried? (Mention two points) 153 

956 
The Prophet (saw) sought the advice of his companions. What was 
suggested? Who gave this suggestion? 

153 

957 Did the Prophet (saw) accept this suggestion? 153 
958 Where was the trench dug? 153 

959 Who dug the trench? 154 
960 What was the weather like in Madinah at the time? 154 

961 How was their food supplies? 154 

962 Give two reasons why this was a very worrying time for the Muslims? 154 
963 Did the Muslims give up? 154 

964 
What did Abu Talhah say about how they contained their hunger? Also 
mention what the Prophet (saw) did 

154 

965 How long did it take for the trench to be dug? 154 
966 Where did the enemies camp? 154 

967 Where did the Prophet (saw) place all the men? 155 

968 Where were the Muslim women and children kept? 155 
969 Why were the enemies surprised to see the trench?  155 

970 What did the enemies decide to do? 155 
971 What did they use to attack the Muslims with? 155 

972 
Explain how the enemies tried to cross over the trench, and what 
happened? 

155 
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973 Which tribe broke their agreement with the Muslims? 155 
974 During the siege, how were the Muslims feeling? 155 

975 What did the difficult situation prevent the Prophet (saw) from doing? 155 
976 Which tribe turned their backs on the Muslims, and what did they do? 156 

977 
Why was this a very difficult situation for the Muslims? (Mention three 
reasons) 

156 

978 What did the hypocrites do? 156 

979 What did the Prophet (saw) do? 156 
980 Through this difficult situation, how was Allah testing the Muslims? 156 

981 Explain how Allah helped the Muslims? 156 - 157 

982 One night, what did Allah do? What did this cause? 156 - 157 

983 What did Abu Sufyan and his men do? 157 

984 On seeing the Quraysh leave, who else left? 157 
985 What happened by morning? 157 

986 Where does Allah remind us of this miracle? 157 
987 How long did the siege of Madinah last? 158 

988 Mention two reasons why this was a very hard time for the Muslims 158 

989 
Explain four lessons we learn from this event. Make sure you link it to 
the event. 

159 

990 What two important qualities bring the help of Allah? 159 

991 What is consultation? 159 

992 Explain how consultation helped the Muslims in this battle?  159 
993 Explain how the Prophet (saw) was a role model in this battle? 159 

994 
Why should we appreciate the sacrifices and hardships the Prophet 
(saw) and his companions went through? 

159 

995 After Allah who do we love?  159 
996 Who should we love more than our parents, families and ourselves? 159 
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Hudaybiyyah 
 

997 It had now been six years after Hijrah. What were the Muhajirun missing? 160 

998 What did the Prophet (saw) see in a dream? 160 

999 
In which month did the Prophet (saw) and his companions decide to 
perform ‘Umrah? 

160 

1000 
What instruction did the Prophet (saw) give the companions regarding 
their weapons? (Mention two points) 

160 

1001 Why were these instructions given? 160 

1002 How many Sahabah accompanied the Prophet (saw) to Makkah? 161 
1003 Where did they stop and why? 161 

1004 
From Dhul Hulayfah, why did the Prophet (saw) send a companion 
ahead? 

161 

1005 What news did this companion bring back? (Mention two points) 161 

1006 What does the word allies mean? 161 
1007 What news did the Muslims have regarding Khalid ibn Walid? 161 

1008 On hearing this, what did the Prophet (saw) decide to do? 161 
1009 Where did the Muslims go? 161 

1010 Which Sahabi did the Prophet (saw) send to Makkah? 162 

1011 Why did he choose ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affan (ra)? 162 
1012 Why was ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affan (ra) sent to Makkah? (Mention two points) 162 

1013 What did the Quraysh do with ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affan (ra)? 162 - 163 

1014 What rumour spread about ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affan (ra)? 163 

1015 What did the Prophet (saw) declare upon hearing this rumour? 163 
1016 What did the Prophet (saw) make his Sahabah pledge? 163 

1017 What was this pledge known as, and why was it called this? 164 

1018 How did the Quraysh feel on hearing about the pledge, and why? 164 

1019 
The Prophet (saw) sent the Quraysh a message stating two options. What 
were these two options? 

164 

1020 Which option was finally agreed upon? 164 

1021 Who was sent to write the treaty? 164 
1022 What was this treaty known as? 164 

1023 Clearly explain the five terms of this treaty 165 

1024 What was agreed in the treaty about the Muslims performing ‘Umrah? 165 

1025 
What was agreed in the treaty about how the Muslims should come 
when they come to Makkah? 

165 

1026 In the treaty, how many years was it agreed that there would be no war? 165 

1027 
What was agreed in the treaty regarding a Quraysh going to Muhammad 
(saw)? 

165 

1028 
What was agreed in the treaty about any follower of the Prophet (saw) 
returning to the Quraysh? 

165 
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1029 
What was agreed in the treaty regarding those who wished to join either 
side? 

165 

1030 Did the terms of the treaty seem fair? 165 
1031 Explain what happened to Abu Jandal (ra)? 166 

1032 Whose hands did Abu Jandal (ra) suffer from? 166 
1033 Where did the Muslims sacrifice their animals? 166 

1034 How were the Muslims feeling? 167 

1035 
How did ‘Umar (ra) feel? What did he say? What did the Prophet (saw) 
remind him about and say to him? 

167 

1036 
Despite the treaty of Hudaybiyyah seeming unfair on the Muslims, what 
did Allah reveal to the Prophet (saw)? 

167 

1037 How did the Muslims react to this revelation? 167 

1038 
How did the treaty work out as a victory for the Muslims? (Mention four 
points) 

168 

1039 
Which two great Quraysh leaders accepted Islam after the treaty of 
Hudaybiyyah? 

168 

1040 
Within two years of agreeing to the treaty, how many people entered 
into Islam? 

168 

1041 
Explain four lessons we learn from this event. Make sure you link it to the 
event. 

168 - 169 

1042 When something goes against our wishes, what must we do? 168 

1043 How must we resolve our problems? 169 
1044 When we keep a promise, what must we do? 169 

1045 
How was true brotherhood shown in this event, and what do we learn 
about brotherhood through this event? 

169 
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Love for the Prophet (saw) 
 

1046 What does the word Iman mean? 170 

1047 What will make our Iman complete and perfect? 170 
1048 What has Allah said about the Prophet (saw) in the Qur’an? 170 

1049 Explain the Hadith on how much we should love the Prophet (saw) 170 
1050 What is one of the greatest reasons for loving the Prophet (saw)? 171 

1051 Explain five facts that show how much Allah loves his Prophet (saw) 171 - 172 

1052 Who will be the leader of all human beings on the Day of Judgement? 172 
1053 Who will be the first person to enter into Jannah? 172 

1054 
Why did the Prophet (saw) go through many sacrifices? What does this 
show? 

172 

1055 What does the word Shafa’ah mean? 172 

1056 What is Shafa’ah? 172 

1057 What will be the greatest favour of the Prophet (saw) for the Muslims? 172 

1058 
Explain clearly how the Prophet (saw) showed concern and worry for us 
in his Du’as 

172 - 173 

1059 
Explain clearly what happened during Mi’raj, which also shows the 
Prophet’s (saw) concern for us 

173 - 174 

1060 How many Salaah were offered first? What was it reduced to? 173 
1061 What reward will we be given if we observe the five prayers? 174 

1062 
Explain how the Prophet (saw) was treated by the people of Ta’if, and 
how he treated them? 

174 

1063 Describe the injury of the Prophet (saw) caused by the people of Ta’if 174 

1064 
Explain clearly the incident when the Prophet (saw) said to Anas (ra) that 
he wishes he could meet his brothers 

175 

1065 Who did the Prophet (saw) say his brothers were? 175 

1066 
In one narration, who did the Prophet (saw) say are the most beloved to 
him from his Ummah? 

175 

1067 Was the Prophet’s (saw) mercy limited to just the believers? Explain  175 
1068 How can we express our love for the Prophet (saw)? 176 

1069 What is Salawaat?  176 

1070 What is Salawaat also known as? 176 

1071 Why should we send Salawaat? 176 

1072 
What has Allah said in the Qur’an about sending Salawaat to the Prophet 
(saw)? 

176 

1073 How can blessings be sent to the Prophet (saw)? 176 
1074 How many blessings should we send to the Prophet (saw)? 176 

1075 
Explain what the Prophet (saw) said to Ubayy bin Ka’b (ra), when he 
asked regarding how many salutations he should make? 

176 - 177 

1076 How can we demonstrate our love for the Prophet (saw)? 177 
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1077 
What has Allah said we will achieve if we obey Him and His Messenger 
(saw)? 

177 

1078 By obeying the Prophet (saw), who else are we obeying? 177 

1079 
What does loving the Prophet (saw) prove? And how can we confirm this 
love? 

177 

 
Fasting and Ramadan 
 

1080 What does fasting mean? 178 

1081 What is the Arabic word for fasting? 178 
1082 Explain two rewards of fasting 178 

1083 What happens to the doors of Hell during Ramadan? 178 

1084 What happens to the devils during Ramadan? 178 
1085 How many doors are there to Paradise? 178 

1086 Which door of paradise will the fasting people enter through? 178 
1087 Explain five reasons why fasting is important 178 - 179 

1088 Why is Ramadan a special time of the year? 178 - 179 

1089 Mention two things fasting makes us think about 179 
1090 When fasting, what do we get time to focus on? 179 - 180 

1091 What is the first thing we do when fasting? 180 
1092 What is Suhur? 180 

1093 When do we have Suhur? 180 
1094 List two reasons why Suhur is important 181 

1095 When fasting, what should we do during the day? Mention three things 181 

1096 What does fasting give us a great oppurtunity to learn? 181 
1097 When do we break our fast? 181 

1098 What is Iftar? 181 
1099 What should we break our fast with? 181 

1100 What will break the fast? 181 

1101 What is Tarawih? 182 
1102 How many Rak’aat are there in Tarawih? 182 

1103 When is Tarawih read? 182 
1104 What do most Masjids complete in Tarawih during this month? 182 

1105 
In the Hadith what reward has the Prophet (saw) mentioned for the one 
who reads Tarawih? 

182 

1106 What does Laylatul Qadr mean? 182 
1107 What is Laylatul Qadr? 182 

1108 When does Laylatul Qadr happen? 182 

1109 
What is the reward for any action done on this night? (Mention in 
months and years) 

182 

1110 What does Allah say in the Qur’an about this night? 182 
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1111 What are the two major celebrations in Islam? 183 
1112 When does ‘Idul Fitr take place? 183 

1113 When does ‘Idul Adha take place? 183 
1114 Explain what happens on ‘Id day 183 

1115 Where do men and boys go on ‘id day? 183 

1116 What do families do on ‘Id day? 183 
1117 What do Muslims give on ‘Id day, and why? 183 

1118 Is ‘Id day a holiday from worshipping Allah? Explain 183 
 

Glossary 
 

1119 Explain the term: Ansar 184 

1120 Explain the term: Da’wah 184 
1121 Explain the term: Dhikr 184 

1122 Explain the term: Du’a 184 
1123 Explain the term: Fardh 184 

1124 Explain the term: Hijrah 184 
1125 Explain the term: ‘Idul Adha 184 

1126 Explain the term: ‘Idul Fitr 184 

1127 Explain the term: Iftar 184 
1128 Explain the term: Al-Isra wal Mi’raj 184 

1129 Explain the term: Ka’bah 184 
1130 Explain the term: Kufr 184 

1131 Explain the term: Laylatul Qadr 185 

1132 Explain the term: Mu’akhah 185 
1133 Explain the term: Muhajirun 185 

1134 Explain the term: Muharram 185 
1135 Explain the term: Nafl 185 

1136 Explain the term: Najasah 185 
1137 Explain the term: Niyyah 185 

1138 Explain the term: Rayyan 185 

1139 Explain the term: Rizq 185 
1140 Explain the term: As-Safa 185 

1141 Explain the term: Sayyahun 185 
1142 Explain the term: Shirk 185 

1143 Explain the term: Suhur 185 

1144 Explain the term: Sunnah 185 
1145 Explain the term: Taqwa 186 

1146 Explain the term: Tarawih 186 
1147 Explain the term: Ya’juj and Ma’juj 186 

1148 Explain the term: Zamzam 186 
 


